The statement that b satisfies condition (H) [2, p. 122 ] means one of the following three statements holds:
(1) the series ^Z b2p^x\ diverges, (2) the series ^ b2p+x(b2+bi+
Another result given here is that if J2|&2j>+i| |-C*2P|2 converges and |gp}p°-t 's a bounded complex number sequence for some k, then ( 
This method of summation will play an important part in the proofs of our theorems.
In order to establish the result stated in [3] which we mentioned in the introduction, we proved a lemma to the effect that if 3 is a complex number sequence such that the series 211-2j>+i/2pI converges, then z converges absolutely. We now wish to strengthen this lemma by adding to the conclusion that z does not converge to zero. Suppose lim zp=0. Let | \-zp+i/zp\ -rp, p = l, 2, 3, ■ ■ ■ . hetj be a positive integer such that 2(pa?) rv<l-Let t be a positive integer greater than j such that \zt\ ^ | zp\ for p^t. Then, since | a,| -| 3h-i I ^ I Zj» ~ Zjh-1 I = rP\zp\, we see that Proof. We note that if 6 satisfies condition (H), or condition (H) with even and odd subscripts interchanged, then (1) or (2) must hold. Scott and Wall [l] showed that for (1.1) to converge it is necessary that 6 satisfy condition (H). Hence we need only consider the proof of the sufficiency. Suppose {g2P-i} converges absolutely and {g2p} converges, but ( Proof. Let t he a positive integer such that D2j9*0, D2j-it*0 if jWt. As in the proof of Theorem A, the series 21 l~T>tp^i/D2p-i\ converges. Thus {D2p-i} converges absolutely and lim DtP-i9*0. As in the proof of Theorem A if we assume that the series 21 Oip-i \ diverges then we contradict the assumption that there exists a positive integer k such that {gP}"-t is a bounded complex number sequence. Thus (1) Proof. We observe that kxzx, k2, k^, ■ ■ ■ satisfies condition (H) if, and only if, {kp} satisfies condition (H). Thus we need only consider the proof of the sufficiency. Also we see that the series ^^kip+x 
